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Abstract: LiFePhO4 (lithium iron phosphate) batteries, with their advantages compared to common
current motorcycle batteries, are considered as an alternative in substituting wet and dry cell battery.
The huge demand for motorcycles along with their batteries in Indonesia also make them an
interesting product for business. To assess the commercial potential for such a new technology,
market share needs to be estimated as well as the techno-economic feasibility. Hence, market share
prediction using the residents of Surakarta Region and techno-economic analysis using Net Present
Value (NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR), and Payback Period (PP) indicators were conducted in
this study. Calculations using Markov chain method show that lithium iron phosphate batteries
tend to dominate the market after certain period. Techno-economic analysis also finds that the
commercialization is feasible in three conditions: first mover, even with market leader and equilibrium
point. Therefore, there is a great commercial potential for lithium iron phosphate batteries, especially
in Indonesia.

Keywords: battery; commercialization; Markov chain; new technology; techno-economic

1. Introduction

There is an increasing trend of motorcycle sales in Indonesia in recent years. According to
Indonesia Statistics Agency [1], 61 million motorcycles were sold nationally in 2010, which increased
to 92 million in 2014, resulting in 52% growth in the last five years. As a result, demand of motor
accumulators or batteries is also increasing. Two types of battery are commonly found in Indonesia:
dry cell batteries and wet cell batteries. The dry cell holds 80% of market share and the rest is wet
cell [2]. The demand volume for dry cell motorcycle batteries was 48 million units in 2010, growing
to 74 million in 2014 [1]. As the average price of dry cell in Indonesia is IDR 210,000 [3], it is able
to generate revenue of 14 trillion rupiahs annually. Therefore, dry cell motorcycle battery business
is huge in Indonesian market, especially lithium iron phosphate battery [4]. However, as of 2016,
there is not yet a manufacturer in Indonesia, which led to motorcycle battery technology—Lithium
Ferro Phosphate (lithium iron phosphate battery) battery.

The lithium battery is one of the promising electrochemical battery system technologies,
with high power and energy densities characteristics, increasing the demand for alternative sources of
energy [5–8]. Since the introduction of the lithium type battery, many manufacturers and scientists
have tried to improve the performance and utilization of lithium battery [9]. Eddahech et al. [10]
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revealed that the behaviors of lithium type batteries are strongly related to the battery chemistry and
technology. They compared four types of lithium iron phosphate battery technologies, namely NMC,
LMO-NMC, NCA, and lithium iron phosphate battery, to distinguish the performance of each type
of chemistry related to the durability and energy storage. Not only limited to chemical composition,
other studies (e.g., [11]) also aimed to improve the lithium ion battery technology by exploring various
circuit models for lithium ion batteries. They proposed twelve circuit models obtained from literature
studies and test data for the purpose of vehicle power management control and battery management
system development.

The first type of motorcycle battery was wet cell or lead acid battery and after dry batteries
started to emerged [12]. Along with development in motorcycle technology, battery technology in
motorcycle also needs to be improved [13]. One of the technologies is Lithium iron phosphate battery
which is very helpful for motorcycle battery development as it is maintenance free. Today’s lithium
iron phosphate battery uses lead acid cathode with 12 V of full-charged capacity, 6 cells, 1–2 years
of lifetime, 1.7 kg of weight and an average price of IDR 210,000 [3]. Previous wet cell and dry cell
batteries could be substituted with lithium iron phosphate batteries [10]. A former study to identify
replacement potential from wet cell and dry cell with lithium iron phosphate battery technology was
conducted by Research and Development team of PT Nipress Company (Bogor, Indonesia) in 2015.
The result reveals that lithium iron phosphate battery is able to fulfill the current 12 V motorcycle
battery requirement with 14.4 V of fully-charged capacity in four cells [14].

One substantive benefit from lithium iron phosphate batteries is the lifetime, which is longer than
common wet cell and dry cell batteries [15–17]. Another study also showed that Li-ion batteries have
shorter life cycle cost compared to lead-acid (wet) batteries and dry-batteries [18]. Thus, lithium iron
phosphate battery cell has more advantageous specification which makes it possible to be substitution
product for either wet or dry cell. Moreover, demand of lithium iron phosphate battery is predicted
to significantly grow in Indonesia due to government program to promote environmentally-friendly
technology [19]. However, a lithium iron phosphate battery is 67% more expensive than a recent
dry cell battery. Hence, a market assessment is required to figure out market acceptance of lithium
iron phosphate battery for motorcycle in Indonesia as well as economic feasibility study to determine
whether the new production technology is feasible to be executed.

The market study in this paper was conducted to predict the market share of Li-ion battery.
A similar previous study shows that market penetration for battery technology product and utilization
is not easy as the product is still unfamiliar to the market [20,21]. Whenever a firm wants to forecast
the future demand of its product, it can use previous period selling data from the performance of
existing products in order to estimate market demand [22]. On the other side, if the company intends
to launch a new product, the company make a prediction of the amount of the product that will be
absorbed by the market [23]. Therefore, in this research, Markov chain was used to predict the market
share of Li-ion battery. The Markov chain is a mathematic technique for forecasting the change in
particular variables based on knowledge of previous change [24,25]. This method merely needs data
from one period before to predict future market share. Calculation in Markov chain method is simple
and provides result for the next periods.

No previous study constructed a market share prediction model of lithium iron phosphate
motorcycle battery product in Indonesia. In Indonesia, the utilization of lithium batteries with the
composition of LiFePhO4 is still in development stage. Consequently, the lithium iron phosphate
motorcycle battery in Indonesia is still unknown by society. Thus, this research aimed to develop
market share prediction to examine the commercialization potential of lithium iron phosphate
battery batteries. Commercialization potential, however, is crucial, especially for new technology
product to survive in a dynamic market environment [26]. This study also provides techno-economic
analysis for the investment of lithium iron phosphate motorcycle batteries as the technology of
lithium iron phosphate battery batteries is still developing and business aspect needs to be assessed.
The techno-economic analysis provides analysis related to economic impact and potential for the
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business development. The result of Markov chain and the techno-economic analysis could lead to the
success of new technology product introduction to gain and utilize the commercial potential of Li-ion
battery products based. Moreover, the analysis of the result aids future commercial studies of product
technology in Indonesia.

2. Materials and Methods

The processes of data collection in this research is illustrated in Figure 1. The first step was
survey consisting of two stages. The first survey uses Questionnaire 1 which aimed to determine
indicator influencing consumer in motorcycle battery purchase. Pareto chart was the tool used in
this stage so that indicators considered important by customer can be developed to build the second
questionnaire (Questionnaire 2). Questionnaire 2 was applied to reveal switching pattern of motorcycle
battery consumer in Indonesia. Questionnaire 2 examined respondent profile, motorcycle battery
currently used, type of battery that would be bought in the future and several questions to indicate
which consumer is the most interested in lithium iron phosphate battery. However, with the limitation
of time and personnel, the scope of the respondents’ location was limited only to Surakarta region.
Nevertheless, respondents from Surakarta Region are a suitable barometer for consumer preferences
in Indonesia with major increasement in motorcycle ownership.
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Figure 1. Research Method.

2.1. Markov Chain Method

To predict market share of lithium iron phosphate battery, this study utilized Markov chain
method. Markov chain method is a mathematic technique to forecast change of particular variables
based on the knowledge of past changes [27,28]. This method was first introduced by Andrey
Andreyevich Markov in 1906 [29]. The calculation process starts with the arrangement of prime
algebra matrix, then continues with transition probability matrix and eventually estimates market
share by multiplying transition probability matrices to market share matrices in period “n”.

In predicting the market share, Markov chain uses consumer’s choice switching pattern in a
certain period to forecast future market share [30]. Markov chain has been widely used to study brand
changing and market share prediction. In Ref. [31], Markov chain method was utilized to discover
changing pattern of GSM card user of a particular provider and prediction of the GSM card market
share in the next two period as well as the interpretation of equilibrium period towards market share
prediction. Markov chain method has also been conducted to test the brand loyalty of sport shoes
consumer [28]. Another study used Markov chain to forecast tourist characteristic pattern and country
switching pattern to be chosen as tourism destination in 2009 and 2010 [32].

Basically, Markov chain concept says that, if a certain event in a series of experiment depends
on several eventualities, that series of experiment is called as Stochastic Process. A Markov chain is a
sequence of random variables X1, X2, X3, . . . with Markov characteristic which is believe past and
future condition is independent. Formally, Markov formulation is expressed in Equation (1) [33].

Pr(Xn+1 = x|X1 = x1, X2 = x2..., Xn = xn) = Pr(Xn+1 = x|Xn = xn) (1)

These are the steps in Markov chain calculation:
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1. Prime Algebra Matrices Construction

Algebra matrix is a matrix drawing transition of preliminary condition. This matrix illustrates
situation in early time along with the respective state shifting used as research object.

2. Transition Probability Matrices Construction

In accordance with Markov chain definition, probability from state i to state j in a particular
iteration (period n to n + 1) can be formulated as Equation (2).

PI J = P[Xn+1 = j|Xn = i, Xn−i = in−1,...,X1 = i1, X0 = i0] (2)

This states that probability in period or step of n + 1 is only affected by step of n and there is no
influence from previous steps. Conditional probability or so-called one-step transition probability that
condition Xn + 1 in period of n + 1, formulated as:

Pij = P [Xn+1 = j| Xn = i], ∀ ’state i,j = 0, 1, 2, . . . where m and n ≥ 0 (3)

Abbreviations: Pij: Probability of battery-i consumer switchover to battery-j; Xn = i: Consumer using
battery-i in period-n; Xn+1 = j: Consumer using battery-j in period-n + 1; 1, 2, 3 ∈ i and j.

Then, probability of m step is:

P(m)
ij = P[Xn+m

∣∣∣Xn = i] (4)

where P(m)
ij ≥ 0, ∀ i,j ∈ S and m = 0,1,2,...

Transitional probability matrix is a matrix where the elements are probability value of switching
or transition from state i to state j. Transition from state i to state j for period t is defined as Pij(t).
Pij equation can be defined as:

Pij =
nij(t)

ni(t)
(5)

As a matrix, one-step transition probability can be illustrated as: P =

 P11 · · · P1j
...

. . .
...

Pi1 · · · Pij


3. Steady State Probability Calculation

The limit probability towards state-j after through several steps and independent towards early
condition is called the steady state probability. In other words, after steps of transition, the transition
probability value from one particular condition to another condition has reached the limit and remained
unchanged. For example, if the system is already constant in step-j, transition probability to step-j
does not depend on early condition. This is clearly illustrated by transition probability matrix from
early step to step-j where the matrix possesses identical elements in every row.

4. Future Market Share Probability Prediction

Future market share probability especially for second period can be estimated by multiplying
transition probability matrix to market share matrix (first period) [28].

P × Qn = Qn+1 (6)

Qn+1 = market share prediction of period-n + 1 from starting year; P = Pij transition probability matrix
with 1 column; Qn = market share period-n.
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2.2. Techno-Economic Analysis

The techno-economic analysis is intended to develop financial model of business activity by
considering and calculating the financial payback period of business development. There are three
indicators applied in techno-economic analysis in this study: internal rate of return (IRR), net present
value (NPV), and payback period (PBP).

2.2.1. Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

IRR shows minimum limitation of investment feasibility where it is compared to minimum
acceptable rate of return (MARR). IRR in this research uses the positive rate of NPV and negative
rate of NPV to get more precise estimation by selecting the prediction for lower discount rate and
higher discount rate [34,35]. Only if IRR > MARR, will the investment be considered feasible. MARR is
minimum desirable interest rate of return. Equation (7) is used to calculate the IRR.

IRR = i1 +
NPV1

(NPV1 −NPV2)
(i2 − i1) (7)

IRR: Internal Rate of Return (%)
NPV1: Present worth from total investment
NPV2: Present worth from profit in the end investment planning horizon period

2.2.2. Net Present Value (NPV)

The NPV is one of the financial tools employed to reveal the level of profit gained from a business.
It represents the number of rupiahs today equal to future cashflow. Specifically, Net Present Value is
an analysis method that represents the present value from net revenue cashflow [36]. A project will be
granted whenever NPV > 0. Equation (8) shows the formula to calculate NPV.

NPV =
n

∑
t=0

Ci

(
P
F

, i%, t
)
− Co (8)

NPV: Net Present Value; C0: initial investment; Ci: business profit; i: interest rate; n: planning horizon

2.2.3. Payback Period (PP) Small

Techno-economic analysis also requires PP assessment to identify how long it will take to payback
the capital of a particular project beside its risk. Payback Period aims to examines how long (period)
an investment takes to breakeven [37]. Investment become more interesting as the PBP is sooner and
the investment is feasible if the PP is sooner than desired payback time. In this study, payback period
is targeted to approximately four years. Payback period is calculated by Equation (9).

PP=
Initial Investment

Net Cashflow
(9)

PP: Payback Period; Initial Investment: the amount of fund investment in the first initiation;
Net cashflow: annual net profit.

The analysis results from Markov chain method provide a market share prediction of Lithium
iron phosphate batteries for several periods with certain assumptions. The result of this market share
prediction is then used for techno-economy analysis for several alternative predictions of market share.
Alternative 1 is based on the lesser market share condition based on Markov chain method. Alternative
2 is the medium market share. Alternative 3 is more extensive market share. Techno-economy method
in this research, IRR, NPV and PP, were conducted to calculate the investment feasibility based on
market prediction that has been described in three alternatives. The three tools were then used to
analyze the three alternatives. Then, the calculation result of each tool for each alternative was examined
to gain holistic analysis on whether the investment for lithium iron phosphate battery is feasible.
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3. Results

3.1. Market Share Prediction

The analysis of market opportunity began with two processes: the first survey that was aimed to
discover consumer preference in choosing battery and the second survey that was aimed to predict
consumer interest in using lithium battery. In the first survey, the data obtained through Questionnaire
1 were processed using the Pareto method to find the order of indicators that are most considered by
consumers. The Pareto chart can be seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 shows there are several indicators that influence the consumer preference in choosing
battery: durability, capacity, price conformity, voltage, brand, warranty and buying price. The data
from the first survey were then used in the second survey to assess the motorcycle battery
specification. However, not all of the indicator from the first survey were used in the second survey;
price conformality and brand were dropped. This is because the price conformality with the benefit
from the battery was already represented by buying price and technical variables such as durability,
capacity, and voltage. The brand indicator was not used because the product is still in development.
Therefore, to assess the market share for lithium-ion based battery, the second survey was employed
and then collected data that were processed using Markov chain. In the second survey, the prediction of
market share primary used data gained from questionnaires from 100 respondents in Surakarta Region.
These 100 correspondents represent motorcycle users in Surakarta, which has 67,789 motorcycles in
operation [1]. Three states were used in this research:

State 1 Consumer uses wet cell battery (WB)
State 2 Consumer uses dry cell battery (DB)
State 3 Consumer uses Lithium iron phosphate battery

1. Prime Algebra Matrix

Algebra matrix is constructed to illustrate consumer behavior transition in consuming a certain
product. Questionnaire data were arranged in a matrix, as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Prime Algebra Matrix.

Battery Type
Current

Customer

Reduction to Increase from
Future

CustomerWB DB Lithium Iron
Phosphate Battery WB DB Lithium Iron

Phosphate Battery

WB 17 7 6 4 7 1 0 8
DB 80 1 42 37 6 42 0 48

Lithium Iron
Phosphate Battery 3 0 0 3 4 37 3 44

100 100

2. Transitional Probability Matrix

Transitional probability matrix or switchover probability (P) matrix is a matrix with elements that
represent customer switching probability values from a certain product or brand to another. Supposed
that {Xn, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . } is a stochastic process which satisfies Markov chain characteristic, thus market
share probability for certain period is expressed in Equation (3). The result of transitional probability
matrix is demonstrated on Tables 2 and 3 below.

Table 2. Type Transition Pattern of Battery Consumer.

Current Choice
Future Choice

Current Customer
WB DB Lithium Iron Phosphate Battery

WB 7 6 4 17
DB 1 42 37 80

Lithium Iron Phosphate Battery 0 0 3 3
Future Customer 8 48 44 100

Table 3. Probability Transition.

Current Choice Current Market Share
Future Choice

WB DB Lithium Iron Phosphate Battery

WB 17% 0.4120 0.3530 0.2350
DB 80% 0.0125 0.5250 0.4625

Lithium Iron Phosphate Battery 3% 0 0 1

3. Market Share Prediction

To estimate market share in future period, this study used Equation (6). The calculation result is
shown in the following matrices and Table 4.

P × Q0 = Q1

 0.412 0.0125 0
0.353 0.525 0
0.235 0.4625 1


 0.17

0.8
0.03

 =

 0.08
0.48
0.44


P × Q1 = Q2 0.412 0.0125 0

0.353 0.525 0
0.235 0.4625 1


 0.08

0.48
0.44

 =

 0.04
0.28
0.68


P × Q2 = Q3 0.412 0.0125 0

0.353 0.525 0
0.235 0.4625 1


 0.04

0.28
0.68

 =

 0.02
0.161
0.819
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Table 4. Market Share Prediction.

Period
Battery Type

Total
Wet Cell Battery Dry Cell Battery Lithium Iron Phosphate Battery

1 8% 48% 44% 100%
2 4% 28% 68% 100%
3 2% 16% 82% 100%
4 1% 9.14% 89.86% 100%

3.2. Economic Feasibility Analysis

Economic feasibility analysis is intended to develop business financial model in accordance with
payback period that will be earned in a business development. Three conditions of market share
were considered as three alternatives chosen in this techno-economic analysis: 44%, 68% and 89%
are, respectively, Alternatives 1, 2 and 3. The analysis used net present value (NPV), internal rate
of return (IRR) and payback period (PP) as indicators in determining the feasibility of the decision.
To assess the economic feasibility, detail of required investment cost to commercialize lithium iron
phosphate battery in Indonesia is shown in Table 5, which refers to estimations from the 2015 annual
and joint-research report with PT. Nipress [38].

Table 5. Total Investment Cost for Lithium Iron Phosphate Battery.

Requirement Quantity Cost (IDR) Total Cost (IDR)

Machine
1. Cell Tester 4 162,000,000 648,000,000
2. Module Tester 1 540,000,000 540,000,000
Research and Development 1 1,016,806,004 1,016,806,004
Lithium iron phosphate battery chamber 1 1,002,098,000 1,002,098,000
Chamber construction project 1 177,172,000 177,172,000
Machine installation 1 47,520,000 47,520,000

Total investment cost 3,431,596,004

In Table 5, the required investment for lithium iron phosphate battery production is IDR
3,431,569,004. Currently, PT. Nipress already has several machines and equipment to produce wet
and dry motorcycle batteries. However, to produce lithium iron phosphate batteries, the company
needs to invest in additional machinery for lithium iron phosphate battery. The data are based on
PT. Nipress R&D division assumes the machinery can be utilized for eight years, which becomes
the horizon value of investment planning. Therefore, the R&D department of PT. Nipress estimates
that, with the current machinery along with additional investment for lithium iron phosphate battery,
the production capacity can reach approximately 110,000 motorcycle lithium iron phosphate batteries
annually. Next, the selling price based on PT. Nipress assumption is set at IDR 350,000 [38] and the
interest rate at 10.5% [39].

The current market size for motorcycle user in Surakarta is approximately 67,789 units based on
the report from the Badan Pusat Statistic (Statistical Centre Bureau) [1]. For Alternative 1, the prediction
for market share from Markov chain is 44% with estimated 29,827 units sold annually and production
cost IDR 328,759.10 per unit. Alternative 2 has market share assumption at 68% from Markov chain
prediction with estimation 46,096 units sold annually and production cost at IDR 315,777.68. Lastly,
for Alternative 3, the prediction for market share based on Markov chain analysis is 89% with estimated
60,332 units sold annually and production cost at IDR 310,161.88 per unit. Based on the data obtained
from co-research with R&D department of PT. Nipress [38], the calculation for product cost for each
alternative is demonstrated in Table 6.
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Table 6. Product Cost Estimation.

Fix Cost Per-Unit Alternative 1—29,827
Units

Alternative 2—46,096
Units

Alternative 3—60,332
Units

Machinery Depreciation IDR 148,500,000.00 IDR 148,500,000.00 IDR 148,500,000.00
Research Amortization IDR 203,361,201.00 IDR 203,361,201.00 IDR 203,361,201.00

Research and Development IDR 144,000,000.00 IDR 144,000,000.00 IDR 144,000,000.00
Production Manager IDR 120,000,000.00 IDR 120,000,000.00 IDR 120,000,000.00

Building Depreciation IDR 47,170,800.00 IDR 47,170,800.00 IDR 47,170,800.00
Electricity IDR 79,232,589.00 IDR 79,232,589.00 IDR 79,232,589.00

Sales IDR 206,715,135.00 IDR 206,715,135.00 IDR 206,715,135.00
Administration and General Affair IDR 148,090,135.00 IDR 148,090,135.00 IDR 148,090,135.00

Variable Cost (Per-Unit)

Workers IDR 400.00 IDR 11,930,800.00 IDR 18,438,400.00 IDR 24,132,800.00
Battery IDR 276,578.00 IDR 8,249,492,006.00 IDR 12,749,139,488.00 IDR 16,686,503,896.00

Packaging IDR 5,000.00 IDR 149,135,000.00 IDR 230,480,000.00 IDR 301,660,000.00
Manual Book IDR 10,000.00 IDR 298,270,000.00 IDR 460,960,000.00 IDR 603,320,000.00

Total Production Cost IDR 9,805,897,666.00 IDR 14,556,087,748.00 IDR 18,712,686,556.00

Cost Per-Unit IDR 328,759.10 IDR 315,777.68 IDR 310,161.88
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Moreover, to calculate the IRR values, the NPV values need to be estimated. To find the NPV
value, the discount rates are chosen randomly with three alternatives. The discount rate for Alternative
1 is estimated at 9% for Discount Rate 1 and 25% for Discount Rate 2. The discount rate for Alternative
2 is predicted at 30% for Discount Rate 1 and 60% for Discount Rate 2. For Alternative 3, Discount Rate
1 is estimated at 90% and 70% for Discount Rate 2. The cashflow calculation for NPV is demonstrated
on Tables 7 and 8.

Table 7. Cashflow Calculation for IRR.

Period
Alternative 1—29,827 Units

Inflow Initial Investment Outflow Net Cashflow

0 IDR - IDR 3,431,596,004.00 IDR - IDR (3,431,596,004.00)

1 IDR 10,439,450,000.00 IDR - IDR 9,805,897,666.00 IDR 633,552,334.00

2 IDR 10,439,450,000.00 IDR - IDR 9,805,897,666.00 IDR 633,552,334.00

3 IDR 10,439,450,000.00 IDR - IDR 9,805,897,666.00 IDR 633,552,334.00

4 IDR 10,439,450,000.00 IDR - IDR 9,805,897,666.00 IDR 633,552,334.00

5 IDR 10,439,450,000.00 IDR - IDR 9,805,897,666.00 IDR 633,552,334.00

6 IDR 10,439,450,000.00 IDR - IDR 9,805,897,666.00 IDR 633,552,334.00

7 IDR 10,439,450,000.00 IDR - IDR 9,805,897,666.00 IDR 633,552,334.00

8 IDR 10,439,450,000.00 IDR - IDR 9,805,897,666.00 IDR 633,552,334.00

Period
Alternative 2—46,096 Units

Inflow Initial Investment Outflow Net Cashflow

0 IDR - IDR 3,431,596,004.00 IDR - IDR (3,431,596,004.00)

1 IDR 16,133,600,000.00 IDR - IDR 14,556,087,748.00 IDR 1,577,512,252.00

2 IDR 16,133,600,000.00 IDR - IDR 14,556,087,748.00 IDR 1,577,512,252.00

3 IDR 16,133,600,000.00 IDR - IDR 14,556,087,748.00 IDR 1,577,512,252.00

4 IDR 16,133,600,000.00 IDR - IDR 14,556,087,748.00 IDR 1,577,512,252.00

5 IDR 16,133,600,000.00 IDR - IDR 14,556,087,748.00 IDR 1,577,512,252.00

6 IDR 16,133,600,000.00 IDR - IDR 14,556,087,748.00 IDR 1,577,512,252.00

7 IDR 16,133,600,000.00 IDR - IDR 14,556,087,748.00 IDR 1,577,512,252.00

8 IDR 16,133,600,000.00 IDR - IDR 14,556,087,748.00 IDR 1,577,512,252.00

Period
Alternative 3—60,332 Units

Inflow Initial Investment Outflow Net Cashflow

0 IDR - IDR 3,431,596,004.00 IDR - IDR (3,431,596,004.00)

1 IDR 21,116,200,000.00 IDR - IDR 18,712,686,556.00 IDR 2,403,513,444.00

2 IDR 21,116,200,000.00 IDR - IDR 18,712,686,556.00 IDR 2,403,513,444.00

3 IDR 21,116,200,000.00 IDR - IDR 18,712,686,556.00 IDR 2,403,513,444.00

4 IDR 21,116,200,000.00 IDR - IDR 18,712,686,556.00 IDR 2,403,513,444.00

5 IDR 21,116,200,000.00 IDR - IDR 18,712,686,556.00 IDR 2,403,513,444.00

6 IDR 21,116,200,000.00 IDR - IDR 18,712,686,556.00 IDR 2,403,513,444.00

7 IDR 21,116,200,000.00 IDR - IDR 18,712,686,556.00 IDR 2,403,513,444.00

8 IDR 21,116,200,000.00 IDR - IDR 18,712,686,556.00 IDR 2,403,513,444.00
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Table 8. Calculation for NPV Values.

Cashflow Interest Years P/A NPV = (Cashflow ×
P/A)—Initial Investment

Alternative 1 IDR 633,552,334.00
9% 8 5.5348 IDR 77,016,821.69

25% 8 3.3289 IDR (1,322,563,639.35)

Alternative 2 IDR 1,577,512,252.00
30% 8 2.9247 IDR 1,182,154,079.42

60% 8 1.628 IDR (863,406,057.74)

Alternative 3 IDR 2,403,513,444.00
70% 8 1.408 IDR (47,449,074.85)

90% 8 1.105 IDR (775,713,648.38)

1. Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

The Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is appropriate if equal to or exceeding the minimum attractive
rate of return (MARR). The MARR in this research referred to the investment interest level at 10.5%
and with inflation level at 2.79% as regulated by central bank of Indonesia [39], and assumption of risk
level at 5%. Below is the MARR calculation for the IRR:

MARR = {(1 + (i + a))(1 + inflation)} − 1

MARR = {(1 + (10.5% + 5%))(1 + 2.79%)} − 1 = 18.72%

After the MARR has been calculated, the IRR calculation can then be calculated for each alternative,
as shown in Table 9 and illustrated in Figure 3.

Table 9. NPV1 and NPV2 Calculation.

Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3

Year Discount
Rate 9%

Discount
Rate 25%

Discount
Rate 30%

Discount
Rate 60%

Discount
Rate 70%

Discount
Rate 90%

1–8 IDR
77,016,821.69

IDR
(1,322,563,639.35)

IDR
1,182,154,079.42

IDR
(863,406,057.74)

IDR
(47,449,074.85)

IDR
(775,713,648.38)

Thus, according to alternatives NPV1 and NPV2, the calculation of IRR is shown below:
Alternative 1:

IRR = i1 +
NPV1

(NPV1−NPV2)
(i2 − i1) = 9% + IDR 77,016,821.69

(IDR 77,016,821.69−IDR (1,322,563,639.35)) (25%− 9%) = 9.86%

Alternative 2:

IRR = i1 +
NPV1

(NPV1−NPV2)
(i2 − i1) = 30% + IDR 1,182,154,079.42

(IDR 1,182,154,079.42−IDR (863,406,057.74)) (60%− 30%) = 47.33%

Alternative 3:

IRR = i1 +
NPV1

(NPV1−NPV2)
(i2 − i1) = 70% + IDR (47,449,074.85)

(IDR (47,449,074.85)−IDR (775,713,648.38)) (90%− 70%) = 68.7%
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2. Net Present Value (NPV)

The calculation of the feasibility of the lithium iron phosphate battery business in the viewpoint
of the NPV calculation requires that income received in a certain future period be equal to or greater
than the value of expenditure in the year commencement of investment. Here, NPV calculation is
also based on the assumption of market share control which consists of the first alternative with 44%
market share, second alternative 68%, and third alternative 89%. Based on these assumptions, the NPV
calculation is shown in Table 10 and Figure 4.

Table 10. NPV Calculation Result.

Alternative 1

Year Initial Investment Cashflow PV

0 IDR 3,431,596,004.00
1 IDR 633,552,334.00 IDR 573,350,528.51
2 IDR 633,552,334.00 IDR 518,869,256.57
3 IDR 633,552,334.00 IDR 469,564,938.07
4 IDR 633,552,334.00 IDR 424,945,645.31
5 IDR 633,552,334.00 IDR 384,566,194.85
6 IDR 633,552,334.00 IDR 348,023,705.75
7 IDR 633,552,334.00 IDR 314,953,579.86
8 IDR 633,552,334.00 IDR 285,025,864.13

NPV = Total PV—Initial Investment IDR (112,296,290.95)
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Table 10. Cont.

Alternative 2

Year Initial Investment Cashflow PV

0 IDR 3,431,596,004.00
1 IDR 1,577,512,252.00 IDR 1,427,612,897.74
2 IDR 1,577,512,252.00 IDR 1,291,957,373.52
3 IDR 1,577,512,252.00 IDR 1,169,192,193.23
4 IDR 1,577,512,252.00 IDR 1,058,092,482.56
5 IDR 1,577,512,252.00 IDR 957,549,757.97
6 IDR 1,577,512,252.00 IDR 866,560,866.94
7 IDR 1,577,512,252.00 IDR 784,217,979.13
8 IDR 1,577,512,252.00 IDR 709,699,528.63

NPV = Total PV—Initial Investment IDR 4,833,287,075.73

Alternative 3

Year Initial Investment Cashflow PV

0 IDR 3,431,596,004.00
1 IDR 2,403,513,444.00 IDR 2,175,125,288.69
2 IDR 2,403,513,444.00 IDR 1,968,439,175.28
3 IDR 2,403,513,444.00 IDR 1,781,392,918.81
4 IDR 2,403,513,444.00 IDR 1,612,120,288.51
5 IDR 2,403,513,444.00 IDR 1,458,932,387.80
6 IDR 2,403,513,444.00 IDR 1,320,300,803.43
7 IDR 2,403,513,444.00 IDR 1,194,842,356.05
8 IDR 2,403,513,444.00 IDR 1,081,305,299.59

NPV = Total PV—Initial Investment IDR 9,160,862,514.17
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Figure 4. NPV Calculation Result.

3. Payback Period (PP)

Next, to further refine the feasibility analysis of commercialization potential of lithium iron
phosphate battery, Payback Period (PP) method was used to find out how long the investment takes to
be returned. Every alternative assumption of market share having different numbers of users will affect
the period required for the return of capital. The following is the calculation of Payback Period (PP)
term for investment of lithium iron phosphate battery. The result of PP calculation is demonstrated in
Table 11 and Figure 5.
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Table 11. Payback Period.

Year
Alternative 1

Income Annually Investment Return
0 IDR 3,431,596,004.00
1 IDR 633,552,334.00 IDR 2,798,043,670.00
2 IDR 633,552,334.00 IDR 2,164,491,336.00
3 IDR 633,552,334.00 IDR 1,530,939,002.00
4 IDR 633,552,334.00 IDR 897,386,668.00
5 IDR 633,552,334.00 IDR 263,834,334.00
6 IDR 633,552,334.00 −IDR 369,718,000.00
7 IDR 633,552,334.00 −IDR 1,003,270,334.00
8 IDR 633,552,334.00 −IDR 1,636,822,668.00

Year
Alternative 2

Income Annually Investment Return
0 IDR 3,431,596,004.00
1 IDR 1,577,512,252.00 IDR 1,854,083,752.00
2 IDR 1,577,512,252.00 IDR 276,571,500.00
3 IDR 1,577,512,252.00 −IDR 1,300,940,752.00
4 IDR 1,577,512,252.00 −IDR 2,878,453,004.00
5 IDR 1,577,512,252.00 −IDR 4,455,965,256.00
6 IDR 1,577,512,252.00 −IDR 6,033,477,508.00
7 IDR 1,577,512,252.00 −IDR 7,610,989,760.00
8 IDR 1,577,512,252.00 −IDR 9,188,502,012.00

Year
Alternative 3

Income Annually Investment Return
0 IDR 3,431,596,004.00
1 IDR 2,403,513,444.00 IDR 1,028,082,560.00
2 IDR 2,403,513,444.00 −IDR 1,375,430,884.00
3 IDR 2,403,513,444.00 −IDR 3,778,944,328.00
4 IDR 2,403,513,444.00 −IDR 6,182,457,772.00
5 IDR 2,403,513,444.00 −IDR 8,585,971,216.00
6 IDR 2,403,513,444.00 −IDR 10,989,484,660.00
7 IDR 2,403,513,444.00 −IDR 13,392,998,104.00
8 IDR 2,403,513,444.00 −IDR 15,796,511,548.00

Note: Alternative 1: PP = initial investment
net cashflow = IDR 3,431,596,004.00

IDR 633,552,334.00 = 5.2 years, Alternative 2: PP = initial investment
net cashflow =

IDR 3,431,596,004.00
IDR 1,577,512,252.00 = 2.18 years, Alternative 3: PP = initial investment

net cashflow = IDR 3,431,596,004.00
IDR 2,403,513,444.00 = 1.43 years.
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4. Discussion

According to Table 1, it can be perceived that most customer currently choose dry cell battery for
their motorcycle (80% of respondents), 17% still use wet cell battery and only 3% have tried Lithium-ion
battery. However, this trend is likely to change significantly based on respondent’s answer. Only seven
current customers tend to keep choosing wet cell, representing new consumers for dry cell. Similar to
dry cell in proportion, 42 out of 80 customers still choose dry cell to be purchased, as so do six people
for wet cell battery. On the contrary, 41 respondents are interested in new lithium iron phosphate
battery technology and three other current respondents will continue to choose lithium iron phosphate
battery. In conclusion, only eight respondents tend to choose wet cell in the future while dry cell
and lithium iron phosphate battery will have similar number of customers, 48 and 44, respectively.
Transition pattern of battery customer from one type to another is elaborated in Table 2. Table 3 shows
transition probability assuming that shifting customer between three battery types is stable. It is
obvious in Table 3 that most customers for respective type of battery prefer the same type for next
purchase. However, there is a tendency for non-lithium iron phosphate battery customer to choose
either dry cell or lithium iron phosphate battery in similar probability.

This research takes three market share prediction conditions. First condition is market share in
Period 1 where the market share of first mover manufacturer of lithium iron phosphate battery is
44%. It assumes that market leader of battery in Indonesia does not launch any Lithium-ion-based
battery yet. In this situation, the market leader still waits to see whether the Lithium-ion motorcycle
battery has a good response in market. The second condition happens in Period 2 with assumption
that the first mover of lithium iron phosphate battery manufacturer has an equal business level with
the market leader. The last condition is in Period 4 where the market share of lithium iron phosphate
battery has reached equilibrium point. Market share of lithium iron phosphate battery is 89.86% and
the product dominates the market for motorcycle batteries. In this situation, the first mover of lithium
iron phosphate battery production will gain the benefit of Time to Market as the technology is still new
and the market leader remain idle.

Related to the techno-economic analysis, MARR calculation results show that the minimum
rate for rate of return is 18.72%. Assuming that the first mover of lithium iron phosphate battery
production already owns the initial equipment and machinery for wet and dry motorcycle battery
production, then the investment is aimed to purchase additional machinery. The calculation of IRR
on each alternative shows the results of 9.86% for Alternative 1, 47.33% for Alternative 2, and 68.7%
for Alternative 3. Each of these alternatives is structured and assumed under different discount rate
conditions and different market share in each investment alternative Alternative 1 assumes a 44%
market share for lithium ion batteries, Alternative 2 a market share of 68%, and Alternative 3 a market
share of 89%. However, not all of the alternatives show good results. Alternative 1 only reaches 9.86%
which is below the MARR level as the market share is only 44%. Alternatives 2 and 3 show decent
results, as the value of IRR is above the MARR. Therefore, based on the calculation obtained, it is
important for lithium iron phosphate battery business to obtain a minimum market share od 68%.

Next, based on the calculation of NPV in Table 10 and Figure 4, all alternatives have similar
baseline investment value of Rp. 3,431,596,004. However, with different market share assumptions,
each alternative has a different NPV value. Given the discount rate at 10.5%, the value of NPV for
Alternative 1 is found at IDR 112,296,290.95, Alternative 2 at IDR 4,833,287,075.73, and Alternative 3 at
IDR 9,160,862,514.17. Similar to IRR analysis result, the minus result of NPV for Alternative 1 is caused
by the low market share which only at 44% from overall motorcycle owner at Surakarta. The other two
alternative, however, give a positive result as the NPV calculation shows outstanding result. Therefore,
the target of market share for the lithium iron phosphate battery need to be above 68% or 89%.

Furthermore, the results of Payback Period (PP) calculation shows that Alternative 1 has payback
period of 5.2 years, Alternative 2 2.18 years, and Alternative 3 1.43 years. If the acceptable PP refers to
the length of the bank loan for business, which is generally four years, then the investment for lithium
iron phosphate battery is only feasible to develop in Indonesia if the market share is 68%.
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5. Conclusions

A massive demand for motorcycles in Indonesia results in high need for batteries or accumulators.
As motorcycle technology is developing, the battery should as well. LiFePhO4 (lithium iron phosphate)
batteries are an example of an excellent invention to support the advancement of motorcycles.
Longer lifetime and many other advantages show that it is a big opportunity to substitute common
batteries—wet and dry cell—with newest one and establish the manufacturing factory and business.
However, as a most-recent technology product, there is still an absence of the company as well as
literature, especially in Indonesia.

To assess the commercial potential of lithium iron phosphate battery, market share prediction
and techno-economic analysis were conducted. Markov chain method was selected to forecast the
market share due to its simplicity and accuracy as well as characteristic of the battery as yet-launched
product. Based on the result, there is a tendency of motorcycle battery consumer in Indonesia to switch
from wet and dry cell battery to lithium iron phosphate battery. Lithium iron phosphate battery is
estimated to dominate the market starting from Period 3 and reach equilibrium point in Period 4.
Meanwhile, techno-economic analysis using NPV, IRR and PBP indicated the feasibility of the business.
Techno-economic analysis also shows that lithium iron phosphate battery commercialization project
is feasible if the market share is at least 68%. This is due to the high production cost of lithium iron
phosphate battery. If the market share is lower than 68%, investment in lithium iron phosphate battery
is not feasible. Additionally, the techno-economy analysis in this research was limited to a company
that already produces wet and dry motorcycle batteries and wants to invest in lithium iron phosphate
battery production.

Moreover, as a recently invented product, a deep market study needs to be conducted for lithium
iron phosphate battery. Future study may assess more aspects in marketing area, for instance marketing
strategy, as the business of lithium iron phosphate battery needs to have massive market share to
make it profitable. It is also important for research to identify and update the information regarding
market environment and expense identification for economic feasibility such as technology availability.
Furthermore, the lithium iron phosphate battery is also categorized as one alternative energy for vehicle
in the future. Therefore, the result of commercial assessment of lithium iron phosphate battery can
also lead to further study in the supply chain of energy source for electric vehicle. Future studies will
have the challenge in solving complex problems to construct a proper value chain of electric vehicle.
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